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Abstract 
The reflection of language without words is impossible. The words are 

the links which constitute the language. Similarly there are some 

common words in all languages which are the common assets of many 

languages. This relies on verbal collaboration and integrity. The 

relation of both the ancient language Saraiki and Pashto belong to a 

strong and ancient family of language, Indo-European which has 

significant branch of Indo-Irani. This branch is further divided into 

three branches, Iranian, Pashacha, Indo-Aryan. Saraiki and Pashto 

came into being from Pashacha. Rigvede is considered to be one of the 

ancient holy book of Indo –Pak. The major part of this book was 

composed in and around the area of Multan. The mention of Pashtoon 

also exists in the Rigvede and Osta. Pashtoons remained ruler on 

maloha (Multan) for a longtime. Pashto language put the strong 

Archaic linguistic influence on the native language Saraiki. The 

Grammar (Morphology and Syntax) system of Saraiki and Pashto has 

close similarities.  Pashto and Saraiki are ancient, strong and 

autonomous languages of a single linguist’s family. The considerable 

vocabulary of both the languages resembles each other to a great 

extent.  
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I. Introduction 
 The man was conferred with the title of superior to other living things. He is 

blessed the status due to the wisdom and awareness and speaking and hearing  as other 

living things only attempt to express their desires with meaningless sounds and physical 

movements. But the man possesses the nature that divine power that he can transfer his 

emotions, feelings and thoughts through words by dressing the heart desire with 

politeness and eloquence through sound. Others can follow his thinking very well. 

 

 The reflection of language without words is impossible. The words are the link 

which constitutes the language. Every language possesses authority in the formation of 

words which differentiates it from other languages. Similarly there are some common 

words in all languages which are the common assets of many languages. This common 

factor is of various categories. This relies on verbal collaboration and integrity. 
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 How the languages initiated? And how these scattered? How the changes took 

place?  The origin of the families of languages and to get knowledge about their numbers, 

the existence of accents, and the impact of society on language and vice versa and 

hundreds of similar questions are there for the consideration of human being. 

 

 The struggle of linguists has been continuing for centuries. The families of those 

languages which relate to Indo Pak languages, contradictory investigations have been 

confronted. The foundation of Pakistan was laid on the integral Islamic community. 

Undoubtedly it is a fact that in our country various regional languages are spoken. In 

these languages the relation of brotherhood and the potential of flourishing are hidden in 

the harmony of each other. 

 

“Pashto language is an ancient language and the Pashto language 

speaking pashtoons have been mentioned in the old history. One 

consideration is that Pashto is the language of the twelve lost tribes of 

Bani Israel, which were exiled from by Nasar Bakht their home land 

after conquering Syria and Bait-ul -Maqdas in 586 A.D. (Attaullah, 

1971:504). 

 

 Second concept is that they are branch of the Aryans. 

 

“The Pashtoons of these regions of Afghanistan and North east frontier 

are actual Pashtoons inhibited there.” 

 

 With reference to Pashto Language, the linguists proved that in Pashto, Sanskirt 

and Osta languages verbal etymological and meaning have similarities. Hence it was 

claimed on this base that Pashto language relates to Aryan group of languages. Among 

these researchers, Professor Claproth, G. Raworty, Dr. Earnest Trumph and George 

Grierson on are most significant. Professor Claproth is the first oriental linguist who 

declared Pashto as Aryan Language. After comparison of Persian and Osta, he gave the 

opinion that Pashto relates to Aryan Family of Languages and it is not an accent of 

Persian but it is a complete and autonomous language. 

 

 In the light of modern research, when vade and zhand were reviewed then it was 

revealed that Pashtoons are pure Aryaai nation. Because this has been mentioned in the 

religious book of Aryans, Rigvade. It has been mentioned as Pakhat. In Zhand its name is 

Bakht. In Vedas there is mention of the battles of ten tribes and Pakhat among them. It 

has been mentioned in the Cambridge history of India that this Battle was fought on the 

bank of AeravatiRavi and the tribes which participated in it were those whose generations 

still exist in India. The names of ten tribes are as follows; 

 

 Pakhtas (Pakhatwesi) , Pakhtoon, Pashtoon. 

 Alinas (the people of nooristan) 

 Bahalanas ( people of Bolan pass) 

 Shivas (the people living on the banks of Abbasin) 

 Vishanis 

 Annus ( people living on the bank of river Ravi) 

 Drahas (people living near on the banks of Ravi) 
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 Turvashas (these two tribes are living with each other. 

 Yadus 

 Eurus (people living near Gandhara) 

 

“The mention of Pashtoon also exists in the ancient holy book of 

Hindus. The second important book after Vedas is Osta. It was written 

in 1000 B.C. hence it is 3000 years old. This book was scripted in the 

grazing fields. The Bakhdi   means the country of Pashto (Khattak, 

2007). 

 

 Although Osta was composed in the grazing fields but the Vedas were created in 

the Indus Valley in the proximity of Bahawalpur which was situated on the merger point 

of River Hakra and other rivers   so Aryaans would call this river Saraswati or Holy 

Stream and they have composed verses in its admiration. The Germans linguist Dr. 

Earnest Trump mentioned with reference to the linguistic group of Pashto language.  

 

“Pashto does not relate to the west Iranian Languages instead it is 

from the group of Indo Aryan languages. Still it is not called a pure 

Indian language. It is permanent language since ancient times. It has 

got joint peculiarities with Hindi and Iraani languages (Earnest, 

1873:34). 

 

 George Grierson worked on the Indian languages in 1898 to 1902 and published 

this research in his famous book Survey of India in 1927. In the light of his research, he 

proved this fact that Pashto language relates to Indo- Aryan group. He mentioned that for 

sometimes this fact has been source of dispute that Pashto language relates to Iranian 

Branch or Indian Branch Earnest Trumph, in his book Pashto grammar, 1873, confirmed 

this that Pashto language is not from Iranian group but from Aryan family but closely 

linked to Sindhi. As far as, the link of Pashto language to Sindhi is concerned, it was 

revealed after efforts of researchers for years, then this fact becomes clear that Sindhi 

language has close link and relation with Pashto language and the close link of Sindhi 

sisters, Saraiki language has also been very close. Being related to joint linguistic family, 

the similarity in the Pashto and Saraiki Language is natural. With reference to combined 

language family, this fact has been proved by Earnest Trumph, that Pashto Language 

after Passing through Indo-Aryan stage, which reaches Indo- Iranian stage (Haq, 

1967:69). 

 

 As far as the linguistic family of Saraiki family is concerned, the Saraiki language 

also passing through the phase of Indo-Aryan enters the Iranian Branch. The Grammar 

system of Saraiki has got close similarity with Pashto language.  

 

 The review of after affects, the relation of Saraiki and Pashto is like sisters and 

these are very close to each other. Renowned researcher and linguist Dr. Mahr Abdul Haq 

explained this linguist collaboration between Pashto and Saraiki language; 

 

“From the hills Bannu to Wahowa, the tribal people speak Pashto and 

Saraiki, while the boundary of Pashto and Balochi lies in the western 

mountains of Wahowa. As there is no mixed language, because of the 
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difficult terrains are prohibited in mutual precautions. However, there 

is much difference between the Pashto Dialect of Peshawar and local 

language (Haq, 1977:107). 

 

 In this region of Indus valley, the impact of Pashto language is very prominent on 

Saraiki. In this way both the languages have enhanced their linguistic heritage, these have 

become a source of strength and mutual links. 

 

 Pashto, Sindhi and Saraiki have been attached to each other. These are dignified 

languages of a very big Linguistic family. Their beginning, temperament and literacy 

heritage retained many thousand years inheritance. Prior to arrival of Muslims in India, 

these languages were spoken in some or other names in the Indus Valley and its affiliated 

regions because of mutual ancient linguistic links and collaboration. 

 

 Indo Pak has been called as Khathali (origin) of languages. In this region not only 

there is abundance of indo English languages. The influence of Dravidians, Indo China 

and Mohnra families are also not less.  

 

 Due to being a combination of linguistic family, the collaboration is the natural 

thing. In this regards the linguist Expert Mahr Abdul Haq says, “As the language is a 

source of thought and feelings, hence the production of new words is not surprising. The 

nations crossed the phases of development regarding Economic, Social, religious and 

spiritual, they gain extensiveness in words and amendments continue to happen (Haq, 

1967:02). 

 

“Pashto is not a Prakrit language; it is an independent and 

autonomous language. According to geographical condition, it 

possesses the sweetness and flow of high category of two groups of 

Hindi and Iranian. Earnest Trumph after carrying logical discussion 

on this language said; “Pashto on one side maintains deep relations 

with Indian languages and on other side it has good relation with 

Iranian languages. The region of this language possesses great 

significance. The basic reason is that the linguistic family from which 

Pashto has emerged, has extended its particles with great care. The 

other hindi languages coming into existence from this family of 

languages (Khattak, 2007:71). 

 

 The magnificence and superiority is an acclaimed fact in its own self. While on the 

other side, another language of the same group, Saraiki, also retains its excellent and 

glorious past. Oriental language experts O’Brein (1903) expresses that in this language 

there is poetic work and romantic songs, tales, stories, quiz, Idioms and riddles, extensive 

collection which have not been brought completely in script. The treasure of Multani is in 

the proverb of Saraiki (O’Brein, 1903). 

 

 Expert linguistic links the Saraiki language with European that is Hind- Aryai 

languages. Pashto and Saraiki are strong and autonomous languages of a single linguistic 

family. The temperament of both languages resembles each other to a great extent. Both 

have combined linguistic heritage and both possessed many combined words.  
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 Aryan was spoken here and was left behind here and today its daughters Pashto in 

mountains and Saraiki in plains are live and stable. The other languages of Sanskirit and 

Zhand are sisters of Pashto whereas Pashto possesses link with Sindhi, it also possesses 

link with Saraiki.  

 

 The Aryans used to live in various tribes and clusters, so their languages also got 

mixed with the different dialogs of the world. The ancient languages were attributed new 

names during ancient period. For instance, for Saraki, Saraaki, Multani, Riyasti and very 

similar names were given and ultimately Saraiki was given to this strong, stable and 

autonomous language.  

 

 This fact is undeniable that those languages who possess specific aspects of 

flexibility and exchange words with its contemporary languages and in this way new 

words are added to the languages. Hence, the linguistic collaboration continues and in 

any language the words become an asset. The languages flourish due to their 

extensiveness and breadth to become a source of addition in their literary and linguistic 

asset. The relation of both the ancient language Saraiki and Pashto belong to a strong and 

ancient family of language, Indo-European which has significant branch of Indo-Irani. 

This branch is further divided into three branches; 

 

 Iranian  

 Pashacha  

 Indo- Aryan 

 

 “From the Iranian branch, Osta, Persian and Iranian came into being which is 

further divided into three parts. 

 

 Eastern group 

 South East group 

 Western group. 

 

 The second part is Pashacha which is not only influenced Saraiki and Pashto and 

other 11 dialects of Sindhi. Indo- Aryan is the third branch. The famous researcher and 

intellectual, Ajmal Khatak, while linking the connection of Pashto with Aryan language 

says that “pathan is the branch of that Aryan tribes which was inhabited on the 

surrounding of Balgh, Bakhad and Aamon in 3000 B.C and their language was Pashto 

(Khattak, n.d:75). 

 

 The linguists join relation of Saraiki language with the Aryan languages, this is the 

research of some linguists. This is an acclaimed fact that the experts of ancient languages 

of India have acknowledged that the circle of Saraiki language was scattered in the 

latitude and longitude of India. Although there is a specific region of this language which 

is known as Multan but the reason is that the soil of Multan has kept his cultural and 

language wise. Even during the dark period, Multan, the region of Saraiki speaking, 

enjoyed a unique identity. Even in the ancient times its language was very much 

developed and its fine arts was also was comfortably executed. 
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“Rag Vede is considered to be one of the ancient poetrybooks of Indo-

Pak. The major part of this book was composed in and around Multan. 

The linguist researcher AllamaAttiqFikri, a Saraiki intellectual says 

that one third part of the Rag Veda was composed at Punjnad, Alipur, 

Multan and Harappa (Sahiwal) (Atiq, 1982:234). 

 

“Uch Sharif along with Multan can be seen with reference to 

academic, literary and composed services with its help is found in 

understanding the traditions and discover the historical significance of 

the area. When Aryans arrived in the area, they brought with them the 

Vedic language with them (Wazir, 1984:65).
 

 

 The Vedic language as a result of Brahman influence took the shape of Saraiki and 

became famous all over India. Prior to Aryans the Dravidians were inhabited on this soil. 

They bused to talk in another language than Sanskrit, which was a complete and cultured 

language from all aspects. Famous researcher Hussaini (1972) mentions about the 

antiquity and extensiveness of Saraiki language that At the time of invasion of Alexander 

Unani on Multan, Mallhi tribe was settled from Harappa to Multan and certainly Saraiki 

would have been their language. When I learnt a ZarghonPathanspeaking eloquent 

Saraiki and replied his broken in pieces Urdu in Multani language as per my routine, then 

the foreign experts of UNO asked me surprisingly that which was this secret language 

that does not seem to be Pashto (Hussaini, 1972:12). 

 

 They declare Asorki a branch of Suryani language as the origin of Saraiki, while 

another group thinks that type of Pishachi language, Warachadda Apprehended as its 

origin. The supporters of this concept are researcher Dilshad Kalanchavi, Muhammad 

Bashir Ahmed ZamiBahawalpuri, AllamaAttiqFikri and QaisFaridi. Researcher 

QaisFaridi mentions about this origin that According to the consideration of the author 

Saraiki language was produced with the fusion Suryanispeaking and people of Proto 

Astrolides with its old name as Mandari, as prior to the arrival of Proto Astrolides, the 

Suryani speaking people were inhabited there, who was the progeny of Prophet Noah 

(PBUH) (Qais, 1993:26). 
 

 In this research QaisFaridi has discussed the topic which amply indicates that 

Suryani people were the first tribe to touch this soil after Astrolides. The language of 

Asori people known as Asorki. The reference of Sarai tribe is also found in the past. In 

the origin of Saraiki the Saray (Inn) also possesses great significance. 

 

 Due to these logics and evidences a group of researchers have termed Suryani as 

language of ancient settlers of this area, which is called with original or personal 

references as Seri, Asori or Derawari. Maulana Noor Ahmed Faridi has further reference 

to some researchers, he states in his opinion that MaulaAzizurRehman, Syed Noor Ali 

Zamin Husseini, Dr. Mehar Abdul Haq, Sardar Wahid Bakhsh (Pandit) and Muhammad 

Bashir Ahmed ZamiBahawalpuri state that “thousands of years ago a very powerful tribe 

used to rule Indus valley. Hence with this relation it was popular with the name of Asorki 

which kept on changing with the passage of time from Aasarki, Sarawaki, Saverahi, and 

ultimately Saraiki.
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 The orientalists working on the linguistic families of Saraiki language, Dr. 

Christopher Shackle, E. O’Brien, George Grierson, V. A. Samarn of have named Saraiki 

language differently. 

 

 Kalanchavi (2008) states that there is a tradition that before the arrival of Muslims 

in Sindh the Sarawa city had great significance in Sindh and Multan, which was 

demolished and inhabited several times. There was very much fame to the academic and 

literary activities in Sarawa and an ancient university was set up there. The traders of 

various nations would pass through this city and take rest and stay there. They would get 

acquaintance with the language of the city for general conversation for business matters 

and would mix the words and proverbs of their language with the local dialect. This 

ancient and important market’s old language would be called Sarawai (Kalanchvi, 

2008:28-29). 

 

Table 1: Common Words of Both the Languages 
Saraiki Pashto Meaning Saraiki Pashto Meaning 

Bukul Bukul To cover the face Uttay Uttay Above 

Ageti Ageti Advance Bonga, Bonga Lunatic 

Ann Ann Bread Beli Beli Friend 

Ungal Ungal Finger Utla Utla Upper 

Unn Unn Wool Bhed Bhed Sheep 

Bhuleka Bhuleka Forgotten    
(Nasir, 2007:83-84) 

 

 Prof. Pareshan Khattak also links both the languages and mentions their close 

relations through their common words as:  

 

Table 2 
Saraiki Pashto Meaning Saraiki Pashto Meaning 

Abad Abad Cultivated Aarhat Aarhat Broker 

Akseer Akseer Elixir Aasrah Aasrah Hope 

Abadi Abadi Population Aman Aman Shelter 

Lachi Lachi Cardamom Asman Asman Sky 

Alghoza Alghoza Anubical Ahmaq Ahmaq Foolish 

Ambar Ambar Heap Akheer Akheer End 

Baba Baba Father Var Var Turn 

Abba Abba Father Bakht Bakht Fortune 

Ardalee Ardalee Orderly Ustara Ustara Razor 

Vas Vas Control Aseel Aseel Genteel 

Pata pata Address Piyada Piyada Pedestrian 

Pasham Pasham Wool Tanoor Tanoor Oven 

Jandara Jandara Lock Chacha Chacha Uncle 

Jalti Jalti Hurriedness Dole Dole Drum 

Kunji Kunji Key Tabla Tabla Small                                                                                                              
Drum (Music) 

Shatoot Shatoot Mulberry Kawerh Kawerh Anger 

Tabedari Tabedari Obedience Kamkar Kamkar Activity 

Nalka Nalka Tube pipe Leelam Leelam Auction 

Falana Falana So and so Kasrat Kasrat Exercise 

Lumber  Number Lumber Number Hatak Hatak Insult 
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Varan Varan Desolate Dand Dand Fine 

Falan Falan Learned Mori Mori Drain 

  

Table 3: Words with close meaning and description 
Saraiki Pashto Meaning Saraiki Pashto Meaning 

Amb Amm Mango Bang Bang Call for Prayers 

Ada Ada Halt of Vehicle Pakhay Pakha Fan 

Bansri Bansri Flute Beem Been Flute 

Jawan Hoan Young Dakani Dakni A made in Music 
(Preshan, 1977:147) 

 

 The linguists have reached this conclusion after comparative study of many 

languages of Indo- Pak that their origin and source is the same. Hence, the majority of 

languages are affiliated in the relation of unity. It is proved through the comparative 

study of their formation and creation of the languages without the external evidences the 

polarity of the relationship is certain. Those languages of Indo Pak which are called Indo 

Aryan, their origin and source are the same as has been concluded after an analytical 

study.  

 

 Saraiki and Pashto have an ancient and strong relationship of generations and 

family. Although this linguistic history has exposed that they are progeny of same 

ancestor. The linguists have acknowledged this fact and these languages belong to Indo 

Aryan family. About 3500 years ago when Aryan tribes entered India from Central Asia 

via Iran, that they scattered in various parts of India. As these groups entered India on 

different times and through different routes, so their language started to accept the 

external influence. On this base a disparity had been produced which still can be 

observed in Indo Pak languages to some extent. 

 

 The Saraiki and Pashto as far as the common source of Sanskrit is concerned, this 

issue is a victim of disputes similar to other issues found in many other Indian languages, 

that Sanskrit has never remained a language of conversation and there is an acclaimed 

fact that the development of the languages is always through the language of 

conversation and not literary. 

 

 The Linguists who consider Sanskrit as a literary language, they term the origin of 

modern Indo Aryan languages that ancient language of Prakrit, which was spoken in 

different parts of India along with local languages at the time of formation of Sanskrit 

and on its foundation of Sanskrit would have  constructed its literary buildings. 

 

 There can be no dispute about this opinion that which ancient language is the 

origin of Saraiki and Pashto. The antiquity has acknowledged the fact that the origin of 

both the languages is the same. There is no doubt about the review of of linguists that 

these two languages are origin of joint linguistic family. 

 

 Agha (1984) has stated that the languages, calligraphy and civilization in this area 

before the arrival of Aryans by mentioning a great background of Indus valley in these 

words that When Aryans came to India, and then they had to face a better and developed 

civilization than theirs. One such civilization which had its own language, but also 

discovered their art of calligraphy (Agha, 1984:65).
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 After the analysis of Dr Wazir Agha, the further description of the concept has 

been given by Caldwell (1875). “I have reached this conclusion after comparative study 

of local languages that local languages are non-Aryans; however, the etymology 

resembles Dravidian languages (Caldwell, 1875:99). 
 

 This fact is settled that those who term Sanskrit as the origin of Saraiki, their 

opinion can’t be unanimous; however, the language of the people of ancient times was an 

individual and unique language before Sanskrit. The study in the light of the researchers 

name it Saraiki (Multani) even today. It is proved that those who speak Sanskrit before 

the arrival of Aryans used to converse in a language which was similar to Saraiki or the 

similar language, which was given different names in different periods. 

 

 Syed Suleman Nadvi explains this conversation: The Arabic and Persian of the 

Muslim art mixed with India’s languages, Sindhi and Multani (Saraiki) at first (Nadvi, 

1987:34). Saraiki language was given different names in different periods. With reference 

to origins, opinions of the linguists on found. Muhammad Bashir Ahmed 

ZamiBahawalpuri mentions: Since when this language exists and what was its initial 

name, and what it was named? And what changes were made with the changes in the 

world? Hence as the changes of distant past are hidden from world were concealed in the 

mist of past (Bahawalpuri, 1970:18). 
 

 Before the advent of the Muslims in Indus valley a special dialect of Prakrit, 

Warchad Apbharnish was spoken in the valley. Prakrit is known as a public language. 

The Pandits of Central India which was the language of thieved means pure, clear and 

filtered language while the languages other than this were also called Prakrit i.e. public 

language. There are many types of Prakrit. Out of these many have become academic and 

literary and some are at the degree of spoken language. The name of the Parakrit of Indus 

valley was given as ApBharnish i.e. broken language. In 111 A.H. the Indus valley was 

divided into two parts, Upper Sindh and lower Sindh.  

 

 The language of upper Sindh was known as Saroki or Saraiki. Saro means head or 

upper part, was the language of head. Jukes (1900) describes that for western Punjabi or 

Jataki, many local names are used as Multani, Balochi, Peshawari, Potohari, Hazari, 

Bahawalpuri, Derewali, Jagrali, Shahpuri. All these names have different dialects and it 

seems that every region has given its name to the language (Jukes.1900:183). 

 

 George Grierson in his book Linguistic Survey of India mentioned in page 283 has 

discussed with reference To Lahnda. The person created controversy of the Saraiki 

language was the same researcher. Between the period of 16
th

 to 19
th

 century, the Saraiki 

speaking Balochs of Southern Punja breached Sindh and the Sindhis named their 

language as Saraiki, as this language is aspoken in the northern corner of Southern 

Punjab. Sindh may not be the origin of Saraiki but Sindh gave it the name which has been 

its identity till today. 

 

 According to the research of Dr. Mehar Abdul Haq, Multani like other languages 

of India would be named as per their region. In Multan and its surroundings it is known 

as Multani. The language was known as Riastiin Bahawalpur and with reference to Riasat 

(State). In Uch Sharif when DarulUloom was established it was called Uchi. When 
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Pashto and Balochi tribes landed on the plains from mountains, this language was known 

as Hindko. Hence different names were given to it by different people and tribes in 

different periods due to various reasons. 

 

II. Conclusion 
 The extension of the linguistic family relies on the treasure the words. The 

formation of the words and compilation of sentences the calligraphy plays a vital role. 

The way the boundaries and interests are bound with each other, similarly the same is the 

case with languages. As a result of the intermingling of centuries and these changes 

produce accent of new language and their new accents and also cause the vanishing of so 

many languages, accent and calligraphy. Hence the law of flourishing, creating and 

perishing is determined. 

 

 It is revealed with reference to calligraphy of Pashto language that the “marble 

tabs of Persian Emperor DaInriush Kabir has been discovered as calligraphy which was 

known as Meekhi calligraphy.” 

 

 The existence of so many common words in the daily conversation is obvious 

evidence that strong and stable collaboration is present in both languages for centuries. 

The old and strong relation of these two languages is of generations and family’s as far as 

the history of linguistics about these two languages is concerned, these expose that these 

two languages belong to one supreme ancestor, Indo Aryan family. 
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